
Optoma’s HD70 720p Home Theater Projector Displays Versatility, Incredible Color and Amazing Image Quality 
At a Sub-$1000 Price Point – The HD70 Offers True HD for Everyone 

Las Vegas (January 8, 2007) – Optoma, one of the leading manufacturers of digital projection and display devices, today showed the versatility and flexibility of a home theater projector 
with the HD70. The HD70, the company's new portable 720p resolution home theater projector, offers outstanding functionality and value. 

Because the native resolution of the HD70 home theater projector runs at 720p, the HD70 can be the ideal display option for today's high-end entertainment devices. From video game 
console systems and fast-running PCs to connecting to digital satellite or cable, today's high-definition content can be seen in its true form – on a large screen. The HD70 delivers video 
game images and the latest sports playoff games up to 300-inches (diagonal). 

The HD70 features a DarkChip2™ DLP® DMD chipset from Texas Instruments and a 4000:1 contrast ratio with Optoma's proprietary ImageAI™ technology, which allows the HD70 to 
deliver incredible color saturation and subtle details for amazing image quality. The Optoma HD70 provides a great, all-around projected picture for home theater enthusiasts. 

At 1000 lumens and a native 16:9 aspect ratio, the HD70 also offers digital horizontal and vertical keystone correction, whisper-quiet 28dB operation, as well as a plethora of connection 
ports. The HD70 also highlights Texas Instruments' BrilliantColor™ color processing technology to deliver higher brightness and provide truer, more vibrant colors to the projected picture.  

 
Specifications: 

Display Technology Single 0.62" DarkChip2™ DLP® Chipset 

Brightness (Typical) 1000 Lumens 

Contrast Ratio 3000:1 (Full On/Full Off);  
4000:1 in ImageAI™ Mode 

Resolution 720p Native  

Uniformity 95 Percent 

Video Compatibility NTSC, PAL, SECAM, HDTV (720p, 1080i/p), SDTV (480i/p, 576i) 

Aspect Ratio 16:9 Native, 4:3 Compatible, LBX Support 

I/O Connectors HDMI, Component Video, VGA with Component & SCART Compatibility, Composite Video (RCA), 
S-Video, IR Receiver, +12V Trigger 

Lamp Life 3000 Hours (STD)  

Weight 5.6 lbs 

The Optoma HD70 incorporates the finest in high-definition technologies to ensure functionality and value. The HD70 home theater projector demonstrates the ability of delivering a 
brilliant picture without compromising performance.  

The Optoma HD70 home theater projector is available now for $999 through authorized Optoma dealers and retailers. 

 


